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What was your favourite object in the Stone Age to Iron Age galleries? 
Draw it or write about it here. 

Well done!  You have completed the Stone Age to  
Iron Age trail

Stone Age to Iron Age
Gallery worksheet



Go into the Stone Age Gallery
Can you put these four time periods in date order, with the oldest first? 

Iron Age               Palaeolithic          Bronze Age                 Neolithic

Find the First People case

lithic means stone in ancient greek and Palaeo means 
old or ancient. Palaeolithic means old Stone age.

How did the Palaeolithic people get their food?

What are the hand axes made from? Circle the correct answer.

              Rock                      Iron                     Plastic             

Draw a hand 
axe in the 
box.

Lithic means stone in ancient greek and meso (mezzo)
means middle. Mesolithic means middle Stone age.

What animals lived alongside the Mesolithic people? Circle the correct 
answers.

Sheep               Mammoths                 Aurochs                   Pigs             
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Look at the Iron Age Roundhouse

Iron Age roundhouses had one room in which the 
whole family would live, eat and sleep. IN the centre 
was a fire where the food would be cooked.

What were the walls 
of roundhouses made 
from?

What was the roof made 
from?

Can you describe the main differences between your home and an Iron 
Age home?



Coins

The dobunni was one of the tribes that used coins 
before the romans arrived in Britain.

Can you see an animal on any of the coins? What animal can you see?

Draw your favourite coin in 
the circle.        

Find the Iron Age Art case

Iron age people made decorated jewellery out of 
metal, and beads out of glass. 

What metals did the Iron Age people use to make their brooches? You 
can choose more than one.

Lead                                    Bronze                                       Iron

What is your favourite item in this case and why do you like it? Draw it 
below.
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Find the Neolithic long barrow

Lithic means stone in ancient greek and Neo means 
New. Neolithic means new stone age.

What was the purpose of the long barrow? Circle the correct answer.

A place to live                     A place for burial                   A hiding place                

Find the Early Farmers and Builders case

How did the Neolithic people get their food? 

Farming meant that Neolithic people had to stay 
near their crops and animals, so they built more 
permanent homes than their Paleolithic ancestors.

Can you draw your favourite tool from the first two cases?
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Find the Revealing the Dobunni case

During the iron age, people discovered how to use iron 
and it was easier to get hold of than Bronze.

Who were the Dobunni?

Can you find the spindle whorls? What shape are they?

What were they used for? Circle the correct answer.

Spinning wool                     Game counters                          Money

Find the Iron Age Jewellery

Look at the toggles. SOme of the patterns on the toggles 
are symmetrical. This means if a line is drawn down 
the middle, the pattern is the same on both sides.

Can you draw your own symmetrical pattern in this box?

What were the brooches and toggles used for?
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Find the Beaker, Barrows and Bronze case

What shape were the Beaker burial mounds?

What are the pots made from?

Find the Crafts and Technology case

Bronze is made from copper mixed with tin. It was 
more efficient to make tools from bronze than from 
stone.
            
As well as tools, can you name two other things that bronze was used 
for?

1. W

2. J

Draw your favourite object from the Bronze Age cases.




